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The Bad
slide 1
The Bad Guys
slide 2
Who Are They?
Not a very interesting question...
slide 3
Where Are They?
• In Russia, China, Brazil...
• In Massachusetts, South Carolina, Wyoming, Missouri...
• In Cincinnati, Toledo, Athens, Mansfield, Cincinnati...
• In your reading room, staff area, (wireless?) parking lot...
slide 4
Why Are They?
• Thrill seekers; hacking "gangs"
• Those seeking to launch a Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack
• Those seeking "valuable" information (credit cards, identity records, etc
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slide 5
What Are They Going To Do?!?
Stuff beyond your wildest dreams...
slide 6
[Distributed] Denial of Service (DDoS/DoS) Attack
“...a type of attack on a network that is designed to bring the network to its knees by flooding it with useless traffic.
Many DoS attacks, such as the Ping of Death and Teardrop attacks, exploit limitations in the TCP/IP protocols. For
all known DoS attacks, there are software fixes that system administrators can install to limit the damage caused by
the attacks. But, like viruses, new DoS attacks are constantly being dreamed up by hackers.”  (DoS attack, 2002)
slide 7
E-mail Spoofing
“Forging an e-mail header to make it appear as if it came from somewhere or someone other than the actual source.
The main protocol that is used when sending e-mail -- SMTP -- does not include a way to authenticate. There is an
SMTP service extension (RFC 2554) that allows an SMTP client to negotiate a security level with a mail server. But
if this precaution is not taken anyone with the know-how can connect to the server and use it to send spoofed
messages by altering the header information.” (e-mail spoofing, 2003)
slide 8
Packet Sniffer
“A program and/or device that monitors data traveling over a network. Sniffers can be used both for legitimate
network management functions and for stealing information off a network. Unauthorized sniffers can be extremely
dangerous to a network's security because they are virtually impossible to detect and can be inserted almost
anywhere. This makes them a favorite weapon in the hacker's arsenal.  On TCP/IP networks, where they sniff
packets, they're often called packet sniffers.” (sniffer, 2004)
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slide 9
Port Scan
“The act of systematically scanning a computer's ports [in ... networks, an endpoint to a logical connection]. Since a
port is a place where information goes into and out of a computer, port scanning identifies open doors to a computer.
Port scanning has legitimate uses in managing networks, but port scanning also can be malicious in nature if
someone is looking for a weakened access point to break into your computer.” (port scanning, 2004)
slide 10
Script Kiddie
“A person, normally someone who is not technologically sophisticated, who randomly seeks out a specific weakness
over the Internet in order to gain root access to a system without really understanding what it is s/he is exploiting
because the weakness was discovered by someone else. A script kiddie is not looking to target specific information
or a specific company but rather uses knowledge of a vulnerability to scan the entire Internet for a victim that
possesses that vulnerability.”  (script kiddie, 2002)
slide 11
So what are you going to do?
• This Internet thing is just a fad -- we can ignore it.
• This Internet thing is scary -- we must disconnect from it.
• This Internet thing is useful -- we must use it wisely.
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 12
Use a Firewall
...or, at the very least, Become Savvy with Router Configuration
• Router: network device that join two distinct networks; or
• allow data from one network to be transmitted to the other while keeping data intended for its own network
from crossing over
• Firewall: router with additional characteristics to examine and allow/deny access to specific types of requests
• allows quicker and a finer grain of control over the network interface
slide 13
Corollary #1:  Block/Turn Off Unused "Services"
• Service or Port:  An address on a machine where a particular network program is active
• Examples:  HTTP (80); mail (25); daytime (7)
• How scary can the world be?  Network Ports Knowedgebase
http://www.iss.net/security_center/advice/Exploits/Ports/
• choice: block outbound mail except through a mail server
• choice: block inbound Microsoft Networking protocols
slide 14
Corollary #2:  Know Who is On Your Network
Bad Guys on the outside, Bad Guys on the inside
• firewall with a third leg -- the DMZ
• place servers and a few administrative machines on the third leg
• authorize public ports (including wireless) with an access control device [see next/previous discussion on
access control]
• Examples:  Bluesocket ; cisco; others
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slide 15
Patch Your System
• Windows Update (Microsoft), Software Update PrefPane (MacOS X), Redhat Network (Redhat), Packages and
Ports (various *nix derivatives)
• frequency?  what are your resources and tolerance of risk?
slide 16
Automatic Updates
• most major operating systems allow for automatic downloading and updating
• Windows Update Server:  tie machines to a local update server where updates are downloaded, approved, and
pushed to machines
• cannot be changed by end user (via domain policies); saves outbound bandwidth
• one step further...BIOS automatic startup at 6am, check in with software update and virus definition servers
slide 17
Update Virus Definitions
• don't rely on user education
• update virus definitions daily
• on e-mail servers, update them hourly
• get a virus scanner on your e-mail server (imbed a SPAM filter, if you like)
slide 18
Push Virus Definitions
• lock the virus definitions into a local update server
• cannot be changed by end user (locked configuration file); saves outbound bandwidth
• "Norton Corporate Edition"
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 19
Get a Handle on Access Management
who is on your network and why?
• not necessarily what they are doing; be mindful of privacy concerns
• Service Provisioning:  the ability to create, change and revoke individualized authorizations at a moment's
notice
slide 20
Watch What You Say
Your worst enemy may be yourself.
• Social Engineering:  You can go far with a clipboard, tie, and a purposeful stride.
• control physical access or the rest is meaningless
• the bank will never ask your for your ATM PIN; an IT professional will never ask you for your password
slide 21
Sources of Information
• key to staying safe is staying ahead
• resource are listed here for maintaining awareness
slide 22
US-CERT
• Computer Emergency Readiness Team
• "Charged with protecting our nation's Internet infrastructure by coordinating defense against and response to
cyber attacks."
• Partnership between the Department of Homeland Security and the public and private sectors
• Formed out of Carnegie Mellon CERT
• Newsletters at http://www.us-cert.gov/cas/
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 23
Technical Messages
• Technical Cyber Security Alerts:  Technical Cyber Security Alerts provide timely information about current
security issues, vulnerabilities, and exploits.
• Cyber Security Bulletins:  Cyber Security Bulletins provide bi-weekly summaries of security issues and new
vulnerabilities. They also provide patches, workarounds, and other actions to help mitigate risk.
slide 24
Non-technical Messages
• Cyber Security Alerts:  Cyber Security Alerts provide timely information about current security issues,
vulnerabilities, and exploits. Cyber Security Alerts are released in conjunction with Technical Cyber Security
Alerts when there is an issue that affects the general public. Cyber Security Alerts outline the steps and actions
that non-technical home and corporate computer users can take to protect themselves from attack.
• Cyber Security Tips:  Cyber Security Tips describe common security issues and offer advice for non-
technical home and corporate computer users. Although each one is restricted to a single topic, complex issues
may span multiple tips. Each tip builds upon the knowledge, both terminology and content, of those published
prior to it.
slide 25
SANS
• Resources from SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) Institute
http://www.sans.org/newsletters/
• @RISK: The Consensus Security Alert: weekly summaries of three to eight vulnerabilities, descriptions of
damage and protection/recovery strategies, and summary of the actions 15 large organizations have taken to
protect their users
• SANS NewsBites: weekly, high-level executive summary of the most important news articles on computer
security
• SANS PrivacyBits: weekly summary of news, alerts and other announcements relating to privacy in the U.S.
and other countries
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 26
Bugtraq
• at http://www.securityfocus.com/archive/1
• full disclosure, moderated mailing list for detailed discussion and announcement of computer security
vulnerabilities: what they are, how to exploit them, and how to fix them
• warning:  extremely dense, prolific, and at times incendiary, but very cutting edge
slide 27
NTBugtraq
• at http://www.ntbugtraq.com/
• same philosophy as Bugtraq, but for security exploits/bugs in Windows NT, Windows 2000, and Windows XP
plus related applications
The Good
slide 28
Definitions-in-Depth: Access Management
You cannot control what you cannot define.
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 29
Access Management Overview
slide 30
Authentication Definition
• “Authentication is the process where a network user establishes a right to an identity -- in essence, the right to
use a name.” (Lynch, 1998)
• “Authentication is the process of establishing whether or not a real-world subject is who or what its identifier
says it is. Identity can be proven by:  Something you know, like a password; Something you have, as with
smartcards, challenge-response mechanisms, or public-key certificates; Something you are, as with positive
photo identification, fingerprints, and biometrics.” (I2-Authentication, 2004)
slide 31
Authorization Definition
• “Authorization is the process of determining whether an identity (plus a set of attributes associated with that
identity) is permitted to perform some action, such as accessing a resource. Note that permission to perform an
action does not guarantee that the action can be performed; for example, a common practice in cross-
organizational licensing is to further limit access to a maximum number of concurrent users from among an
authorized user community.” (Lynch, 1998)
• “It will drive permissions for accessing networked resources, allow us to control and delegate electronic
responsibilities, and serve as the basis for future administrative applications. It will allow us to convert our
complex legal policies into automated systems in a easily scalable fashion.” (I2-Authorization, 2004)
slide 32
Identity Management
• unique mapping of one actual individual to one network account
• no guest accounts, no open services, no exceptions
• if you hear your campus is starting an identity management initiative, you want to be involved
• if your campus has not yet started an identity management project, ask why not
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 33
Provisioning of Services
Service Provisioning: “The process of managing attributes and accounts within the scope of a defined business
process or interaction. Provisioning an account or service may involve the creation, modification, deletion,
suspension, restoration of a defined set of accounts or attributes.” (Rolls, 2003)
• desire to automate management a wide variety of services:  account, e-mail, file space, mainframe account, e-
learning system, ILS record, proxy server...
• real-time (event-driven) or near-real-time (hourly batch)
slide 34
The Competing Desires
• one password per service for multiple users:  easy to give out, easy to give out
• one password per service per user:  administrative nightmare, privacy erroded
• one password per user for multiple services:  great for the user, how do you give Elsevier all of your users'
passwords (and do you want to?)
slide 35
The Competing Desires
• allow access to one community of users (the law school, a specific course) but not everyone else
• maintain user privacy
• allow finer granularity in statistics
slide 36
Tools and Techniques
Okay -- now that the problem has been layed out, how is it going to be solved?
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 37
IP Address Recognition / Proxies / [resulting mess]
• Authentication (identification) and Authorization (all-of-none) rolled into one
• does anyone really want to keep doing this?
slide 38
LDAP
• LDAP: Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
• "simple" directory server
• objects and items with objects
• includes no authentication by itself, but authentication modules can be plugged in
• can be a source of authorization attributes
slide 39
PKI
• PKI:  Public Key Infrastructure
• algorithmically based, one-way encryption scheme built into a metadata structure (X.509)
• very strong, very complicated, very "2009"
• does not preserve privacy
slide 40
Kerberos
• developed by MIT
• does authentication only
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 41
Microsoft Active Directory (AD)
• Microsoft's "version" of Kerberos
• distributed authentication and authorization, if you play by Microsoft's rules
slide 42
Shibboleth
Provides consistent, distributed, federated, "simple" infrastructure for security, privacy and access to
protected resources
• Enabling anonymous access (and thereby protecting personal privacy) by a member of the campus community
to a licensed information resource available to "active  members of the community."
• Ensuring anonymous access to a remote information  resource where access is limited to "people associated
with Course X at the origin site."
• Providing access to a restricted service using an attribute  such as a person's name to determine authorization.
slide 43
It's Simple
See?
slide 44
Sources and Targets
"Authenticate Locally, Authorize Globally" but don't tell anyone on the Shibboleth team that I said that
• institutions (sources) provide authentication and attributes
• information providers (targets) provide authorization based on attributes
• institution, and soon the user, can control what attributes are released
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 45
Attributes
• things known about a network identity
• "member of community"
• "employee in community"
• "student in the SAN151 class"
• "someone authorized to reach the Napster service"
• "ld83md84njfla73lsjjs9f77"
• "Peter Murray"
slide 46
Built On Trust
• targets trust that they are receiving requests from an authenticated user and are sent the appropriate attributes
• sources trust that targets will follow the contract specifications and not misuse the client attribute data
slide 47
Built Upon
• Open Source software implementation available from http://shibboleth.internet2.edu/ for
Apache and IIS
• web-based authentication scheme on the campus
• source of attributes for the user
slide 48
Other Emerging Solutions
• Microsoft .NET/Passport
• Liberty Aliance
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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The Quiz
slide 50
Put These Items In Chronological Order from Earliest To
Most Recent
a) Amazon incorporated
b) BITNET dismantled
c) World Wide Web created
d) TCP/IP used for the first time
slide 51
The Correct Answers
d) TCP/IP used for the first time (1983)
c) World Wide Web created (1990)
a) Amazon incorporated (1994)
b) BITNET dismantled (1996)
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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Who Wants to be a Millionaire with Tom Sanville's
Money?
slide 52
$100 -- One who uses programs to break into computers
without understanding how they work is a:
a) ludite
b) script kiddie
c) tootie fruity
d) large software company in Washington state
slide 53
$250 -- Authentication is
a) a right or permission granted to an identity to access a system resource
b) gaining the right to use an identity
c) "my voice is my passcode, verify me"
d) unnecessary
slide 54
$500 -- Authorization is
a) gaining the right to use an identity
b) begging for signing authority so you can give yourself a raise
c) a right or permission granted to an identity to access a system resource
d) allowed only by secret intellegence courts
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 55
$750 -- Which of these is not a valid Shibboleth2 attribute?
a) "member of community"
b) "community's pain-in-the-a**"
c) "student in class"
d) "1ak838kkf823820jjd7"
slide 56
$1,000 -- Identity management is
a) a good thing
b) a bad thing
c) a so-so, only if you are bored thing
d) essential to maintaining the proper alignment of the planets
slide 57
$5,000 -- Shibboleth is
a) a federated access management system
b) a flavor of ice cream
c) the name of an exciting new NBC sitcom starring Jerry Seinfeld
d) a neat word to say
slide 58
$10,000 -- US-CERT is
a) the only government-sanctioned breath mint
b) something that Ron Gilmore will tell us about this afternoon
c) the "U Suppose? Computers are an Extraordinary Research Tools Act" of 2004
d) a public-private partnership seeking to protect our national network infrastructure
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 59
$25,000 -- Bugtraq is
a) the mess an insect makes on a car windshield at 55MPH
b) a mailing list dedicated to the open disclosure of security bugs
c) a species of bat
d) what my 2-year-old does when she sees an ant on the ground
slide 60
$50,000 -- DoS is
a) the Disk Operating System
b) a Denial of Service attack
c) the name of a grunge band
d) is it 12:15 yet?
slide 61
$100,000 -- A Packet Sniffer
a) locates unopened units of ketchup at a fast food chain
b) is someone with a serious cold and a pack of Kleenex(tm)
c) a rescue dog specializing in finding loose change
d) a program used to monitor traffic on a network
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 62
$125,000 -- Running a Microsoft Operating Systems is bad
only if
a) the rest of your colleagues are running things with a logo representing a half-eaten piece of fruit
b) one fails to install patches immediately
c) you don't own stock in Microsoft
d) you mean there are situations when it is not bad?
slide 63
$250,000 -- Social engineering is not:
a) a bunch of computer geeks getting together over pizza to write code
b) an attempt by some to collect knowledge to penetrate your systems
c) difficult to counteract in a naturally helpful profession
d) dangerous to the integrety of your systems
slide 64
$500,000 -- IP address recognition is a form of
a) authentication
b) authorization
c) neither
d) both
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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slide 65
$750,000 -- Bluesocket is a device that
a) an outdoor performance about an indian tribe
b) enables users from off campus to use an IP-restricted resource
c) authenticates and authorizes users to join a network
d) a network protocol that enables devices to talk to one another over a short distance
slide 66
$1,000,000 -- A firewall is
a) a network device that segments traffic
b) a network device that filters traffic
c) a network device that examines traffic for signs of inappropriate use
d) a network device that costs several thousand dollars, but is well worth it
e) all of the above
Network Security:  The Good, The Bad, and The Quiz
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Appendix 1: Network Security Glossary
[With a strong focus on Authentication, Authorization, and Access Management]
Authentication (AuthN)
“Authentication is the process where a network user establishes a right to an identity -- in essence, the right
to use a name.” (Lynch, 1998)
“Authentication is the process of establishing whether or not a real-world subject is who or what its identi-
fier says it is. Identity can be proven by:  Something you know, like a password; Something you have, as
with smartcards, challenge-response mechanisms, or public-key certificates; Something you are, as with
positive photo identification, fingerprints, and biometrics.” (I2-Authentication, 2004)
“The process of verifying an identity claimed by or for a system entity… An authentication process con-
sists of two steps: 1. Identification step: Presenting an identifier to the security system. …  2. Verification
step: Presenting or generating authentication information that corroborates the binding between the entity
and the identifier.”  (Shirey, 2000)
Authorization (AuthZ)
 “Authorization is the process of determining whether an identity (plus a set of attributes associated with
that identity) is permitted to perform some action, such as accessing a resource. Note that permission to
perform an action does not guarantee that the action can be performed; for example, a common practice in
cross-organizational licensing is to further limit access to a maximum number of concurrent users from
among an authorized user community.” (Lynch, 1998)
 “It will drive permissions for accessing networked resources, allow us to control and delegate electronic
responsibilities, and serve as the basis for future administrative applications. It will allow us to convert our
complex legal policies into automated systems in a easily scalable fashion.” (I2-Authorization, 2004)
“(1.) An "authorization" is a right or a permission that is granted to a system entity to access a system re-
source.  (2.) An "authorization process" is a procedure for granting such rights. (3.) To "authorize" means
to grant such a right or permission.” (Shirey, 2000)
Providing Access
Credentials: “Data that is transferred or presented to establish either a claimed identity or the authoriza-
tions of a system entity. (See: authentication information, capability, ticket.)” (Shirey, 2000)
Access Control:  “Protection of system resources against unauthorized access; a process by which use of
system resources is regulated according to a security policy and is permitted by only authorized entities
(users, programs, processes, or other systems) according to that policy.” (Shirey, 2000)
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Provisioning:  “The process of managing attributes and accounts within the scope of a defined business
process or interaction.  Provisioning an account or service may involve the Creation, modification, deletion,
suspension, restoration of a defined set of accounts or attributes.”  (Rolls, 2003)
Attributes:  “A distinct characteristic of an object. An object’s attributes are said to describe the object.
Objects’ attributes are often specified in terms of their physical traits, such as size, shape, weight, and
color, etc., for real-world objects. Objects in cyberspace might have attributes describing size, type of en-
coding, network address, etc. Which attributes of an object are salient is decided by the beholder.” (Rolls,
2003)
Roles
Those who seek information
Licensee institution: “organizations such as universities or public libraries that arrange for access to re-
sources on behalf of their user communities” (Lynch, 1998)
Origin:  “a site with administrative authority over users who access resources at remote providers” (Cantor,
and Erdos, 2002, Section 2.2.1)
End user:  “General usage: A system entity, usually a human individual, that makes use of system re-
sources, primarily for application purposes as opposed to system management purposes.” (Shirey, 2000)
Client: “A program that establishes connections for the purpose of sending requests.”(Fielding, Gettys,
Mogul, Nielsen, Masinter, Leach, and Berners-Lee, 1999)
Those who provide information
Resource operator: “publishers, web site operators, and other content providers (including libraries and
universities in their roles as providers of content)” (Lynch, 1998)
Target:  “An entity, or collection of entities, which is affected by a policy.  For example, the "targets" of a
policy to reconfigure a network device are the individual services that are updated and configured.”
(Westerinen, 2001)
Server: “An application program that accepts connections in order to service requests by sending back re-
sponses.”(Fielding et al., 1999)
Origin server: “The server on which a given resource resides or is to be created.” (Fielding et al., 1999)
Those in the middle
Proxy: “An intermediary program which acts as both a server and a client for the purpose of making re-
quests on behalf of other clients. Requests are serviced internally or by passing them on, with possible
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translation, to other servers.  A proxy MUST implement both the client and server requirements of this
specification. …” (Fielding et al., 1999)
Surrogate: “A gateway co-located with an origin server, or at a different point in the network, delegated
the authority to operate on behalf of, and typically working in close co-operation with, one or more origin
servers.  Responses are typically delivered from an internal cache.” (Cooper, Melve, and Tomlinson, 2001)
Firewall:  “A system designed to prevent unauthorized access to or from a private network…. Firewalls are
frequently used to prevent unauthorized Internet users from accessing private networks connected to the
Internet, especially intranets. All messages entering or leaving the intranet pass through the firewall, which
examines each message and blocks those that do not meet the specified security criteria.  There are several
types of firewall techniques:  Packet filter…, Application gateway…, Circuit-level gateway…, and Proxy
server….” (firewall, 2003)
Privacy and Anonymity
Privacy: “The right of an entity (normally a person), acting in its own behalf, to determine the degree to
which it will interact with its environment, including the degree to which the entity is willing to share in-
formation about itself with others. (See: anonymity.)” (Shirey, 2000)
Anonymous: “The condition of having a name that is unknown or concealed.” (Shirey, 2000)
When Things Go Wrong
[Distributed] Denial of Service (DDoS/DoS) Attack: “…a type of attack on a network that is de-
signed to bring the network to its knees by flooding it with useless traffic. Many DoS attacks, such as the
Ping of Death and Teardrop attacks, exploit limitations in the TCP/IP protocols. For all known DoS attacks,
there are software fixes that system administrators can install to limit the damage caused by the attacks.
But, like viruses, new DoS attacks are constantly being dreamed up by hackers.”  (DoS attack, 2002)
E-mail Spoofing: “Forging an e-mail header to make it appear as if it came from somewhere or someone
other than the actual source. The main protocol that is used when sending e-mail -- SMTP -- does not in-
clude a way to authenticate. There is an SMTP service extension (RFC 2554) that allows an SMTP client to
negotiate a security level with a mail server. But if this precaution is not taken anyone with the know-how
can connect to the server and use it to send spoofed messages by altering the header information.” (e-mail
spoofing, 2003)
Packet Sniffer: “A program and/or device that monitors data traveling over a network. Sniffers can be used
both for legitimate network management functions and for stealing information off a network. Unauthor-
ized sniffers can be extremely dangerous to a network's security because they are virtually impossible to
detect and can be inserted almost anywhere. This makes them a favorite weapon in the hacker's arsenal.  On
TCP/IP networks, where they sniff packets, they're often called packet sniffers.” (sniffer, 2004)
Port Scan:  “The act of systematically scanning a computer's ports [in … networks, an endpoint to a logical
connection]. Since a port is a place where information goes into and out of a computer, port scanning iden-
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tifies open doors to a computer. Port scanning has legitimate uses in managing networks, but port scanning
also can be malicious in nature if someone is looking for a weakened access point to break into your com-
puter.” (port scanning, 2004)
Script Kiddie:  “A person, normally someone who is not technologically sophisticated, who randomly
seeks out a specific weakness over the Internet in order to gain root access to a system without really un-
derstanding what it is s/he is exploiting because the weakness was discovered by someone else. A script
kiddie is not looking to target specific information or a specific company but rather uses knowledge of a
vulnerability to scan the entire Internet for a victim that possesses that vulnerability.”  (script kiddie, 2002)
Social Engineering:  “…cracking techniques that rely on weaknesses in [human behavior] rather than
software; the aim is to trick people into revealing passwords or other information that compromises a target
system's security. Classic scams include phoning up a mark who has the required information and posing as
a field service tech or a fellow employee with an urgent access problem.” (Social Engineering, 2004)
Techniques
Network Address Translation (NAT):  “…an Internet standard that enables a local-area network (LAN)
to use one set of IP addresses for internal traffic and a second set of addresses for external traffic. A NAT
box located where the LAN meets the Internet makes all necessary IP address translations.” (NAT, 2002)
Packet Filtering:  “Also referred to as static packet filtering. Controlling access to a network by analyzing
the incoming and outgoing packets and letting them pass or halting them based on the IP addresses of the
source and destination. Packet filtering is one technique, among many, for implementing security fire-
walls.” (2001)
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